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(R5) 15:00 WORCESTER, 2m 4f 

R&A Mason Novices' Handicap Hurdle (Class 4) (3YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 321325 BURROWS LANE (FR) 20 D 
b g Astarabad - Condoleezza

6 11 - 12tp J J Burke
C E Longsdon

115

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue and yellow
quartered cap
Timeform says: Opened hurdles account at Uttoxeter (2½m) in July but wasn't seen to best
effect on his handicap debut last month. It remains to be seen how much more there is to
come from him.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

2 2/525-5 FLEMCARA (IRE) 16 
b g Flemensfirth - Cara Mara

5 11 - 9t Patrick Cowley (7)
Miss E C Lavelle

112

Jockey Colours: Maroon and grey stripes, grey sleeves, maroon armlets
Timeform says: Probably needed run when well-beaten fifth of 11 in novice at Wincanton
(21.4f) last month and may do better now switched to handicaps.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

3 12-502 BLAZON 12 
b g Dansili - Zante

4 11 - 9p1 Thomas Bellamy
K C Bailey

112

Jockey Colours: White and dark blue stripes, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful bumper performer who hasn’t yet matched that form over
hurdles. Back on track at Stratford (16.3f) last time but opening mark looks a stiff one.

 (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

4 1P552-4 RAINY DAY DYLAN (IRE) 57 
br g Spadoun - Honeyed

6 11 - 7 N D Fehily
N P Mulholland

110

Jockey Colours: Dark blue and red (halved), dark blue sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful in bumpers but has failed to get near that form over hurdles,
although looks to have been brought along with handicaps in mind, and remains with some
potential.  (Forecast 4.33)

Notes: 

5 P6064/P SCRUPULEUX (FR) 16 
b g Laveron - Rouge Folie

6 11 - 7t1 Harry Cobden
C J Down

110

Jockey Colours: Mauve, white diamond, quartered cap
Timeform says: Fair form in claimer at Toulouse on final outing in 2015/16, but went with no
encouragement back over hurdles on his first outing for new yard last month, and doesn’t
look one to be interested in.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 

6 853627- CAMRON DE CHAILLAC (FR) 239 
br g Laverock - Hadeel

5 11 - 5 Robert Hawker (7)
N J Hawke

108

Jockey Colours: Red, royal blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Well below form in 12-runner event at Southwell last time, but is better
judged on his previous effort when runner-up. Not ruled out.    (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

7 042-
UPP

CUP OF AMBITION (IRE) 33 
b g Vinnie Roe - Sparkling Gem

5 11 - 0tp1 Aidan Coleman
M Keighley

103

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, yellow inverted triangle, armlets and diamonds on cap
Timeform says: Was In the process of showing improved form when departing making
handicap debut at Kempton in May. Pulled up last 2 starts but dangerously weighted if
scaling a revival.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 
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8 1/25937- GOODGIRLTERESA (IRE) 231 
b m Stowaway - Decheekymonkey

7 11 - 0t1 M G Nolan
N P Mulholland

103

Jockey Colours: Pink, brown seams, brown and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap
Timeform says: Modest form over hurdles for Neil King and failed to improve on her first
outing for new yard at Southwell in March. May do better now handicapping but a big step
forward is required.  (Forecast 9.50)

Notes: 

9 2362 PHOENIX DAWN 34 
b g Phoenix Reach - Comtesse Noire

3 10 - 4b Brendan Powell
B G Powell

110

Jockey Colours: Purple, maroon braces, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, light blue cap, maroon star
Timeform says: Fair on Flat and translated that ability to hurdles when placed on 3 of his 4
starts over hurdles. Ought to give his running but probably vulnerable unless finding some
improvement.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

10 00020/P GOODNIGHTIRENE (IRE) 153 
ch m Indian River - Markskeepingfaith

7 10 - 3h R T Dunne
Mrs L J Young

92

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, emerald green star, light blue sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Modest form over hurdles for Miss Elizabeth Anne Lalor in Ireland and could
hardly have shown any less when pulled up at Worcester in June on first start for new yard.
One to oppose.   (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: RAINY DAY DYLAN is yet to match his fairly useful bumper form over hurdles,
but he remains with plenty of potential now switched to handicaps. Burrows Lane wasn’t seen to best
effect making handicap debut last time, however is well worth another chance given his novice form in
the summer, while Camron de Chaillac is better judged on his previous effort and isn’t ruled out.
 
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: RAINY DAY DYLAN (4) 
2: BURROWS LANE (1) 
3: CAMRON DE CHAILLAC (6)


